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SELF loans have ups 
and downs for some 
imum 	of $2,625 	for an 
undergraduate's first two years, 
$4,000 for the second two and 
$7,500 for graduate students. 
Roraff expects more students to 
apply for SELF loans. "This time of 
year more people borrow because 
they'll need the money for spring 
quarter after self-financing fall and 
winter quarters. They'll check 
eligibility for GSLs but many will be 
turned down because GSLs are 
need-based." 
Other differences between SELF 
and GSLs are that SELF borrowers 
have to pay loan interest every thr°' 
months during college. The federal 
government pays GSL interest 
during,  the borrower's attendance. 
Also, SELF loans have a variable 
interest rate which, according to Min-
nesota Higher Education Coor-
dinating Board officials, fluctuates 
between 8.25 and 13 percent. GSLs 
have a set interest rate of 8 percent. 
Another difference between the 
two loans is that after graduation the 
SELF borrower must make monthly 
interest payments for one year, then 
make monthly interest and principal 
payments after that. The GSL bor-
rower doesn't begin making interest 
and principal payments until six 
months after graduation. 
As a reminder, Roraff said that 
anyone can get a SELF loan at any 
time of the school year as long as 
they find a credit-worthy cosigner. 
Surveyed seniors 
borrowing less $ 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
Copy Editor 
A phone survey of 76 Winona State University seniors shows loan debts 
for Winona State students may not be as high as a Congressional Report 
states. 
The phone survey conducted by the Winonan over the weekend does not 
represent average loan debt statistics for all students enrolled in the univer-
sity but is rather a sampling of the debts Winona State students may face 
after graduation. 
A Joint Economic Committee report found the average 1986 loan debt 
of four-year public college students at $6,685. Further, one-third to one-half 
of all college students leave college in debt. 
However, of the 76 Winona State seniors surveyed, the average four-year 
debt totaled $5,574. The majority receive Guaranteed Student Loans at an 
average of $5,643 by graduation. 
Of the 76 contacted, 35 were not receiving any loans. 
Thirty-six of those receiving loans believed they were manageable debts 
that could be paid off between two to 10 years. 
"Is (being in debt) worth my education?" asked business student Don 
Laube. "Yes!" 
But some students believed their loans were not manageable and would 
be difficult to repay. "No it isn't manageable," said accounting student 
Valerie Kabage. "I could buy a trailor home with that much money." 
Winona State Financial Aid Director Robert Lietzau said the survey 
statistics were probably pretty accurate but explained this information is not 
available through his office. 
"We have no way of knowing (the average debt)," Lietzau said. To ob-
tain this information each graduate's loans would have to be totaled and 
then applied to all graduates. "Each school would have to do this." 
While student loan information is not available for each individual college, 
the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board said figures are 
available for the state as a whole. 
In the last fiscal year, Oct. 1, 1985 to Sept. 30, 1986, Minnesota issue! 
99,587 Guaranteed Student Loans worth $222 million with an average loan 
size of $2,224, according to Philip Lewenstein, spokesman of the Minnesota 
Higher Education Coordinating Board. 
"There hasn't been a definite increase in student loan debt though," 
See Debt page 2 
By STEVE EISWIRTH 
News Editor 
Students needing help to defray 
college costs, even this far into the 
school year, can turn to Student 
Educational Loan Funds, a lesser 
known program with fewer qualifying 
criteria than other loans. 
Originated in 1985, SELF loans 
are available only to students who at-
tend Minnesota colleges or are state 
residents. 
"It's the only type of loan left for 
many students," according to San-
dy Roraff, assistant financial aids 
director at Winona State University. 
She explained that because SELF 
loans are not need-based like most 
financial aids are, students need only 
to find a credit-worthy cosigner to get 
the loan. Need-based financial aids, 
such as Guaranteed Student Loans, 
Pell grants, state grants and work-
study jobs require filing a lengthy 
Family Financial Statement, which 
can take up to two months to 
process. 
So far this school year 131 
students have taken out SELF loans, 
Roraff said, with the average amount 
being nearly $3,000. 
She said average SELF amounts 
are higher than other loan programs 
for two reasons: the minimum loan 
is $1,000 and the maximum for 
undergraduates is $4,000 and for 
graduates $6,000. In comparison, a 
GSL has no minimum and a max- 
Nice Pass! 
	 Winonan photo by Tony Dusser 
Felicia Singer, 616 Sheehan, tosses a football to her 	Many students were taking advantage of the near 
roommate Monday afternoon next to Sheehan Hall. record 44 degree temperature. 
Jolt beverage lands in Winona; 
wakes up a sleepy market 
By TODD WELLNITZ 
Staff Writer 
In the past few years there has 
been a proliferation of caffeine-free 
colas, decaffeinated coffees and pro-
ducts proudly proclaiming they never 
had it, never will. But the trend may 
now be going the other way. 
Last month Jolt, a cola with all the 
sugar and twice the caffeine regular 
colas contain, was introduced to the 
Winona area. 
"It's off to a very good start," said 
Steve Hanson of Winona 
Distributing, the company that 
landles Jolt. 
"This is what cola used to be and 
was designed to be," Hanson said. 
The other colas may have gone one 
step too far away from the original 
concept Hanson suggested. 
While the big soft drink makers 
have switched to synthetic 
sweeteners and corn syrup, Hanson 
said Jolt uses 100 percent cane 
sugar. Plus it's got that extra kick. 
"It sells real well," said Tom 
Thompson of Midtown IGA. He is 
surprised by its success since it has 
received little advertising. 
The time may be ripe, according 
to Coca-Cola's Terry Stolpa. Coca-
Cola's Winona plant no longer bot-
tles caffeine-free Tab or Coke 
because of poor sales. They con-
tinue to bottle caffeine-free Diet 
Coke, Stolpa said, but its"sales have 
pretty much leveled off." 
"The trend in society has been for 
health promotion," said Monica Dix-
ion, a dietician at Winona Communi-
ty Hospital. "Caffeine is a drug, so 
people wanted to stay away from it. 
Dixion thinks recent concern about 
caffeine was "brought about by an 
increased awareness that it was fin- 
ding its way into a lot of products." 
Dixion said there's nothing wrong 
with a little caffeine, adding it has 
made the Food and Drug Administra-
tion's "Generally Considered as 
Safe List" for years. 
Dr. Richard Straavaldsen, pro-
fessor of management and 
marketing at Winona State Universi-
ty, believes Jolt's producers may be 
onto something. 
"People don't drink soft drinks 
because they know they're good for 
them," Straavaldsen said. He add-
ed Americans are getting tired of 
avoiding all the stuff they've been 
told is bad. 
"There's been a segment of the 
market out there that's been forgot-
ten," said Straavaldsen, "and I have 
a feeling it's the majority segment." 
See Jolt page 2 
Plaza Square 
Downtown Wine , a 
452-3336 
THIS MAY BE YOUR BEST 
OPPORTUNITY TO PURCHASE 
YOUR 
INTERVIEW SUIT 
SAVE 1/2 OFF 
THROUGH JAN. 17! 
1987 
Talent 6earch 
—WANTED- 
• Singers 	 • Musicians 
• Singer/Dancers 	• Technicians 
Over 40 employment opportunities for Live Shows 
Auditions 
Friday, Jan. 30....12:00 Noon-6:00 PM ..Singer/Dancers 
Saturday, Jan. 31.. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM...Singer/Dancers 
Sunday, Feb. 1.... 9:00 AM-5:00 PM 	Musicians 
Carlton Celebrity Theatre 
8350 24th Ave. So. (South of Hwy. 494 & Met Center) 
Bloomington, Minnesota 
For Further Information Contact: 
Valleyfair - Live Shows 	 (612) 445-7600 
One Valleyfair Drive Shakopee, MN 55379 
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Security faces many situations at WSU 
BY JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Wearing red jackets and shirts, 
they hit the campus pavement 
every night at 11 p.m. to check doors 
and dorms and to see that all is 
secure. 
They are Winona State Universi-
ty's campus security, Nightwatch, 
based in Sheehan Hall. 
Paula Scheeval, security director, 
said the program started the fall of 
1981. The program now employs 23 
security guards who work two nights 
a week. 
Scheeval said guards need to go 
out on duty with flashlights, radios 
and a good sense how to handle 
sticky situations. 
"In most situations, guards have 
to have common sense. Each situa- 
tion is different. Each situation re-
quires a good judg mont," Scheeval 
said. 
Senior Rich Dippel has been a 
guard since September 1983. "This 
isn't a work study job," he said. "You 
have to be qualified. It involves a lot 
of responsibility." 
Scheeval emphasizes the securi-
ty guards do not act like a police 
department. 
"The basic thing students need to 
be aware of is that we are a securi-
ty operation and not a police force," 
Scheeval said. 
Nightwatch employees are not an 
investigative team, Scheeval said, in 
the sense of doing any type of crime 
work. In all cases where local 
authorities need to be informed, they 
are contacted.  
"The basic things 
students need to be aware 
of is that we are a securi-
ty force and not a police 
force" 
—Scheeval  
Scheeval said during the week 
there is one guard who walks the 
campus from 7 p.m.-2 a.m. and a se-
cond from 11 p.m.-6 a.m. Thursday 
through Saturday there are sta-
tionary guards in the residence halls 
to be ready for any type of emergen-
cy or to escort students on campus. 
Scheeval said the Nightwatch 
handbook contains about 30 
scenarios for different situations. The 
situations Nightwatch employees  
may face, Scheeval said, range from 
bomb threats, suicides, power 
failures and fires. 
"In the interview you talk about 
your strong points, previous job ex-
perience and how you would react to 
different situations," said student 
David Drury, one of five new guards 
hired for winter quarter. 
Drury said self confidence, the 
ability to deal with people and think-
ing quickly is important to the job. 
Dippel asks himself constantly 
how he will face different situations. 
"If there is a problem with a drunk 
I ask, 'Can I handle this by myself or 
should I call a dorm director?' " 
Scheeval said reactions depend 
on the circumstances of the 
situation. 
A typical night starts with a general 
information meeting at 11 p.m. at the 
Sheehan base. "It is basically pret-
ty quiet," Dippel said. "We'll get a 
few calls and a few escort requests." 
Drury likes the work but he has to 
make some sacrifices. "I can't real-
ly study and it gets a little cold. I like 
it and enjoy talking to people." 
"Most people respect the guards," 
said Dippel. Scheeval added most 
guards get and give respect. "They 
do what they need to do. They take 
the job seriously," Scheeval said. 
Scheeval also said a computer 
surveillance system started about 
two years ago isn't complete 
because of the cost. However, she 
said the funding is requested in every 
budget and needs approval of the 
State University Board. 
Flasher streaks through campus Debt 	 
leaves security baffled; clueless 
By ERIC LATTERY 
Asst. News Editor 
One serial flasher has been caught 
but another has eluded Winona State 
University security since October. 
The apprehended flasher, who 
confessed to committing four acts of 
indecent exposure over the last year 
and a half, was picked up a few 
blocks from the campus on Dec. 13 
after being chased from Sheehan 
Hall. 
Winona police described the con-
victed flasher as a 32-year-old, tall 
caucasion male with blond hair. 
Winona Police Chief Frank 
Pomeroy said the man lives in 
Wisconsin and is not a student in 
Minnesota. 
Professor Tim Hatfield, chairper-
son of counselor education at 
Winona State, helped apprehend the 
man after he was chased through 
Minne Hall where Hatfield was 
teaching. Hatfield said the flasher 
was being pursued by a man and 
woman who yelled, "Stop that man," 
so he got involved. 
"I caught up and jogged alongside 
him while convincing him to stop and 
talk to the police," said Hatfield. "I 
knew he needed (psychological) 
help." 
"The convicted flasher has been 
Jolt 
Continued from page 1 
"We'll give them back their sin is 
what the Jolt cola people are telling 
the industry," Straavaldsen said. 
The Jolt cola company made one 
mistake, Straavaldsen said. "You 
don't feel it. It doesn't give you a 
physical jolt. They should have put 
as much carbonation in that can as 
possible without blowing the lid off." 
Shady Rest Hotel 
We have used atomic bowling balls 
and non used atomic vegatables 
plus a wide range of scuba gear 
Join the fun down at the junction 
Business Majors 
Looking for that little 
something to put on your 
resume? Business employment 
opportunities available at the 
Winonan. Contact Grant at 
457-5520 or stop by 113 Phelps 
Hall. 
sentenced to enter a counseling pro-
gram and stay in it until successful 
completion," said Pomeroy. 
The at - large flasher's only 
distinguishing feature, according to 
witnesses, was a green army jacket. 
Winona State's Director of Securi-
ty Paula Scheevel said the universi-
ty's security office does not have a 
lot of information on the case, only 
that the two occurrences took place 
in the library. 
A flasher appeared once in Oc-
tober and last Thursday night. The 
incidents may be connected, officials 
believe, because of the similarities 
between them. 
Both appeared at night in windows 
behind Maxwell Library. In October 
the flasher appeared at the window 
in the newspaper reading room and 
on Thursday night at the window in 
the newspaper back-issue room. 
Thursday night's victim, who 
wishes to remain anonymous, had 
been sitting in the room fc; over an 
hour when she heard a knocking on 
the window. 
"It took me a while to figure out the 
knocking was at the window, but it 
became more persistent. It was ob-
vious somebody wanted me to look," 
she said. 
She said she did not realize what 
he was doing at first. "When I saw 
what he was doing, I very coolly turn-
ed around and quickly walked out of 
the room. I told the girl at the front 
desk, 'I've just been flashed.' " 
Winona State Director of Security 
Paula Scheeval said after security 
was contacted Thursday night they 
found no evidence of the suspect 
behind the library. 
"There is not a lot we can do," 
said Scheeval. "We need to catch 
him red-handed. Whoever is doing 
this obviously thought it out." 
Scheeval said the police were not 
contacted on the matter until yester-
day morning and are currently in-
vestigating it. 
Pomeroy said the old case and the 
library sightings could be related. "I 
don't know for sure. We will certain-
ly look into it." 
Help Wanted 
The Winonan's editorial board 
needs I student to sit in on the 
board's meetings to express input 
on editorial ideas. 
457-5119 
Continued from page 1 
said Lewenstein. "1981 was the 
peak fiscal year with 107,000 loans 
worth $223 million." 
In 1981 the federal government 
changed the maximum family in 
come level of those eligible to $30 
thousand. This eliminated many 
formerly eligible for the loan and 
resulted in a 1982 drop in total loans. 
"Now the statistics are creeping 
back up again but when you look at 
statistics from five years ago the 
amount of student loans really hasn't 
changed," Lewenstein said. 
However, student loans in the 
state university system have been in-
creasing since 1982, the first year 
after the decrease in the level of 
family income. 
Student loan debts are increasing 
according to Trixie Girtz, Minnesota 
State University Student Association 
spokesperson. "In 1980 Minnesota 
students received 65 percent of 
money in the form of financial aid 
and 35 percent in loans," said Girtz. 
"This trend is totally reversed in 
1986." 
Girtz said Reagan's current policy 
on student aid has a lot to do with this 
reversal. 
Lietzau said the need basis for 
GSL loans changed again on Oct. 17 
making the loan more need based. 
Prior to the $30,000 family income 
stipulation, the GSL loan was not 
need based according to Lietzau. 
"Now to determine GSL eligibilty 
is more like that for Pell grants," said 
Lietzau. "There are a lot of students 
whose family income is $30,000 who 
still won't be able to receive a GSL 
loan." 
New GSL requirements not 
only look at family income but also 
at assets, number of children in the 
family, and number of children in 
post-secondary education during the 
loan period. 
"If the family income is very low 
but equity is high, students will still 
not be eligible," said Lietzau. 
"I don't think (the increase in loan 
debt) has been a problem but it's 
becoming one," said Gene Mam-
menga, lobbyist for the State Univer-
sity System. "It will be a big item this 
session in committee." 
Help wanted 
Interested in making a little ex-
tra money? We need an advertis-
ing manager. Contact Grant. 
457-5119 
Shady Rest Hotel 
We have atomic skiis for sale. 
Come one, come all! Join in the 
fun! 
No shrimp today. Sorry folks 
HAPPY 1987 
Plan ahead this year with 	 
POCKET CALENDARS 
DATEBOOKS 
DESK and WALL CALENDARS 
Be in the right place at the right time 
75 PLAZA EAST 
DOWNTOWN WINONA 
HOURS: Mon.—Thurs. 9-5 Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5 Sun. 1-4 
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More students benefit  
Changes in store for 
financial aid dept. 
Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman 
members as an alternative mascot to the Purple 
Penguin. 
The Winona State Potato made its first public ap-
pearance at Friday night's men's basketball game. 
The potato was constructed by Winonan staff 
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* TEXAS * FLORIDA * COLORADO 
DAYTONA BEACH $.87 
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND $83 ...,.. 
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS $79 
MUSTANG 'SUMO/PORT ARANSAS 138 
MIAMI BEACH/FORT LAUDERDALE $124 
GALVESTON ISLAND $106 
FORT WALTON BEACH $105 
TOLL FREE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS 
111-800-321-59111 
or contact our local Sunchase campus representative or your favorite travel agency 
By STEVE EISWIRTH 
News Editor 
Students look to be the 
beneficiaries of changes in financial 
aid laws and processing steps, ac-
cording to a Winona State Universi-
ty financial aid officer. 
Sandy Roraff, assistant financial 
aid director, said that despite federal 
and state budget shortfalls that 
threaten to reduce financial aid pro-
grams, more efficient processing and 
greater awareness on aid guidelines 
should ease matters for students. 
Both students and financial aid of-
ficers like Roraff have reason to be 
concerned after figures show Presi-
dent Reagan's proposed budget 
would cut $3.7 billion from existing 
college aid programs, including 
drastic reductions in federal sub-
sidies for loans and campus jobs. 
Minnesota would feel the possible 
repercussions. State Commissioner 
of Finance Jay Kiedrowski estimated 
that an untouched Reagan budget 
would short Minnesota college 
students $37 million in loans and 
grants. 
But Roraff doesn't see the need for 
panic. "I think most of the aid pro-
grams will hold their ground," she 
said. "Every year the administration 
proposes cuts in education, but they 
don't go through because of a strong 
education lobbying effort." She add-
ed that "there are a lot of congress-
men who won't let drastic changes 
(in education) occur." 
Unlike federal and state budgets, 
there are some definite changes 
students need to make themselves 
aware of. The popular Guaranteed 
Student Loan program, with nearly 
2,000 borrowers from Winona State, 
New bylaws rebuked; 
violate constitution 
BY JACKIE COSTA 
	 result of two, not five as earlier 
Chief News Reporter reported, senators on academic 
Two Winona State University stu-  probation. 
dent senate bylaws pertaining to 	At present, the senate's constitu- 
senators' grades 	passed two tion is vague on the point of maintain- 
weeks ago were ruled unconstitu-  ing a standard GPA to maintain a 
tional at last week's senate meeting. position on senate. "Resigning 
The rebuked bylaws called for because of a substandard GPA is on-
senators to maintain a 2.00 grade ly a tradition," said vice president 
point average based on university Paul Ogren. 
standards and all senate grades to 	According to Dave Dapkus, 
be open for examination by the academic appeals committee 
group's executive officers. 	chairperson, criteria for academic 
The need for the bylaws was a probation can be found in the 
general catalog on page 24 and 
states full-time undergraduate 
students "must have a cumulative 
minimum GPA of 1.50 for the first 16 
credits attempted, 1.75 for the first 
43 credits attempted, and 2.00 
thereafter to remain in good 
academic standing. A student who 
does not meet the required 
cumulative GPA or does not 
demonstrate satisfactory progress 
will be automatically placed on pro-
bation." 
At the completion of fall quarter 
1986, the two senators on probation 
have accumulated 56 and 94 credits. 
Their averages are below 2.00 
sources in the registrar's and student 
affair's offices said. 
Dapkus said under these condi-
tions "a probation notice would be 
sent to the student and one quarter 
grace period is given." 
The university monitors students' 
grades each quarter. If any students 
fall below the standard they are plac-
ed on academic probation. If there is 
See Bylaws page 7 
:very year the ad-
minstration proposes cuts 
in education, but they 
don't go through because 
of a strong education lob-
bying effort." 
—Roraff  
is no longer as guaranteed as its 
name suggests. GSLs are now need-
based, meaning applicants must file 
a Family Financial Statement, and 
eligibility will be determined by in-
come guidelines. Additionally, Roraff 
explained, GSL borrowers can now 
take out up to $2,625 for their first 
two years, and up to $4,000 for their 
next two. 
Speedier processing of financial 
aid applications will be possible once 
the financial aid department gets 
computerized, linking up with state 
and federal agencies, Roraff said. 
Presently it takes up to six weeks to 
process a FFS by mail, longer if 
mistakes are made on the form. She 
estimated that a computer link-up 
with the appropriate state or federal 
agency would cut that time 
drastically. 
The computer link-up could come 
as early as next school year, Roraff 
said, but more likely will arrive in 
1988-89, after the department is 
moved into the present mail room. 
Students should also know exact-
ly what independent student status 
guidelines are, she said. Federal 
laws now define students as in-
dependent if, in the calendar year 
they file, they were not claimed by 
their parents as dependents on in- 
See Changes page 7 
Perpich's education ideas 
fall short on cold cash 
Gov. Rudy Perpich wants to increase the University of Minnesota's 
overall budget by 18 percent. Perpich is calling for one of his largest in-
creases in spending. Not leaving the state universities out of the picture, 
he also wants to increase the budgets of all seven state universities by 
double digit figures. Perpich also wants to see the proposed engineer-
ing school at Winona State. 
Perpich may not realize it but the state is facing a major budget short-
fall. He certainly seems to be asking a lot. 
While Perpich's big education proposals may sound appealing, 
students of the State University System should be mad. 
The University of Minnesota is Perpich's and Minnesota's baby. The 
University of Minnesota gets what it wants, more money, new programs, 
before the State University System is even considered for budget increase 
considerations. 
The University of Minnesota will receive first priority, while the state 
universities are being treated like second class citizens. While the Univer-
sity of Minnesota may not get the 18 percent increase, it will still get a 
substantial amount of money giving it an even further edge over the rest 
of the state's universities. 
Perpich's proposal is also ironic because the University of Minnesota 
will get more money for cutting back on students. 
U of M President Ken Keller's "Commitment to Focus" calls for the 
university to cut enrollment by 8,000 students next fall. Yet they want 
more money? It's the State University System that has seen a signifi-
cant amount of growth over the past couple of years, for instance two 
years of record breaking enrollments at Winona State. The system needs 
the money. But to no avail. Perpich's education proposals will most 
assuredly get the axe. 
Racist all over U.S 
Rascism isn't for the South anymore. The stereotypes of the redneck 
attending the Ku Klux Klan meeting in Alabama can easily change scenes 
to a Boy Scout troop leader in Connecticut attending a Klan meeting also. 
Howard Beach, N.Y. is no exception either. Not that Howard Beach is 
a hotbed of Klan members, just that extreme racism is still alive and well. 
It's further surprising that an incident of racism would have occurred in 
New York City where a diversity of cultures would be more tolerable 
among citizens than in the deep south or any other part of the country 
for that matter. But not so. 
Three black men had car problems in Howard Beach. Expecting maybe 
to find a helping hand, they were attacked by a group of white teenagers 
from the town. One of the men was killed after being hit by a car while 
trying to flee from the white youths. 
Not since the late 1950s and early 1960s has America met with such 
outlandish racial behavior and tension. America after this time was 
possibly at its high point. Finally equality and racial differences were put 
aside. But the United States fell short after the Howard Beach incident. 
Tomorrow is Martin Luther King's birthday. The work he started is ob-
viously far from complete. His comtemporaries have a long road to travel 
in beating racism. Those who think the United States has finally lifted 
itself to a progressive era where racism is on the downfall may be wrong. 
There is quite a bit of racism still going around and we're all guilty of 
partaking in it. 
Is the United States headed for Nazism, white supremacy, or fascism? 
We could be paving a bad road into more troubled times. 
To the people of Howard Beach, get in the 20th century way of think-
ing. 
King's birthday 
Tomorrow Americans will be recognizing the birthday of one this coun-
try's most prominent black heroes, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
King fought for the rights of not only blacks, but whites as well. It was 
the well-being of the United States King showed compassion for. 
His peaceful resistance was instrumental to initiating the enactments of 
this country's Civil Rights Law which guaranteed equality for all citizens 
from all walks of life. 
King's birthday has been proclaimed a national and legal holiday 
observed Jan. 19. But this fact goes partially unrecognized at Winona 
State. The administration is given the day off, but for students and facul-
ty it's just another day. 
Consequently, a lot of students may be unaware that King's birthday 
is recognized. Others may look at it as just another day off. 
This man has had the greatest influence and impact on many social 
issues in the twentieth century. He deserves more recognition. 
Having the day off for all just might give everyone at Winona State a 
little time to think and reflect on the work King has accomplished. 
Winonan 	 
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Readers' View 
Conscientious 
objector 
speaks out 
To the editor 
"It is not desirable to cultivate a 
respect for the law, so much as for 
the right." Thoreau 
In May of 1986 I turned 18 years 
old. Being a male in the United 
States, I acknowledge the law con-
cerning my registration for military 
purposes. 
I am being asked for my name, 
address, birthdate, and Social 
Securitynumber, yet there must be 
something more to registration 
than giving the selective service 
this information. They already 
know all of it. It must be my con-
sent that the selective service is 
looking for. The government wants 
to know that when the time comes 
I will give my life, or worse, take 
another's life. 
I believe I am being asked for my 
consent to a system which I do not 
believe in. I will not give my 
consent. 
When a young man signs on that 
dotted line he becomes a larger 
part of the militarization already so 
much a part of our society. 
After signing a paper because 
"It's the Law," he may do things 
he would ordinarily question but 
would no longer be in a position to 
question. He may practice to kill, 
perhaps actually take another's 
life, but only because he was 
ordered to do so. 
I believe killing any human is 
wrong. Therefore, I will not take 
even the smallest step in that direc-
tion. Registration is a way to give 
the government control of my 
beliefs as well as tell them I sup-
port killing. I will not support killing. 
I realize I am breaking a law set 
down by my representatives but I 
am following a higher law, a law of 
morality that includes non-violence. 
I will continue to follow this law 
without regard for laws which con-
tradict it. 
Peace, 
Christopher J. Schmit 
3607 Farmington Road 
Minnetonka, MN 55343 
S.S. No. 477-78-8201 
Born: May 1, 1968 
212 Morey 
256 W. King St. 
Winona. MN 55987  
A thank you 
note to the 
football team 
To the Editor: 
I would like to thank those peo-
ple of the WSU community who 
provided me with hope and en-
couragement during my recent 
illness. 
One of the more emotional 
moments of my lifetime was the 
presentation of a Yamaha golf cart 
to me during halftime of our 
homecoming football game. 
Included in the list of contributors 
to this highly appreciated gift was 
the Football Squad of 1986. I would 
like to publicly thank them and let 
them know I am very proud of them 
and the coaches for their outstan-
ding effort under very difficult 
circumstances. 
Coach Myron Smith 
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Off the Record 
By Paul Marszalek 
A weekend expedition into the unknown 
Inside my wallet 
I save things. Stupid things. 
My dresser in my bedroom has nearly a foot of useless material on 
top of it. My desk at the Winonan is loaded with clippings and other gar-
bage I'll never use. In fact, it has so much junk on it, most of the time 
I sit at someone else's desk. 
I took out my wallet. As I held it in my hand, Winonan Editor Bill Pond 
said, "That's your wallet? It looks like it's pregnant!" 
He was right. I emptied it and found no money. I did, however, find 
a treasure. 
In my wallet was, amongst other things, a driver's license, a Winonan 
picture ID, a KQAL-FM picture ID from 1985, a WDGC-FM picture ID from 
1981, a bank picture ID from 1983, an outdated voter registration card, 
my November rent receipt, a La Crosse Catbirds season pass, a Cotter 
High athletics events pass, a phone number without a name, business 
cards from: The Daily Illini, Deaf Ear Record Exchange, the Guitar Stand, 
Body Covers by Christine, Clean Productions, Katz Broadcasting Com-
pany, KQAL, Dayton's, K95-FM, Chrysalis Records, Jeff Thompson, 
WHSD-FM, Shure Brothers, my insurance agent, AVC Systems, Body 
Covers by Christine (again), and Hardt's music. I also found my sister's 
old business card with my brother's old phone number on it. 
My wallet also contained a 1986 Warrior baseball schedule, a 1986 
Twins schedule, a Northwestern Bell calling card with David Dicke's name 
on it, a 1985-86 Warrior basketball schedule, an expired instant credit 
card from Dayton's, a Society for Collegiate Journalists membership card 
(complete with the First Amendment on back), my Social Security card, 
a Darien Public Library card that expired in December of 1983, that card's 
predecessor which expired in July, 1982, a copy of my broadcast license, 
an AMC Theatre student discount card that expired in 1984, a tiny key 
(to luggage, I think), Associated Press phone numbers, Libby's old phone 
number, an address for KABL radio, a picture of Wayne Bower and Prince, 
Barb's phone number, Sandy's old phone number, an Instant Cash Card 
receipt, a KTTC-TV phone number, Paul Nordgren's phone number, a 
list of albums my brother wanted, two phone numbers and an address 
but no name to match, Greg Abbott's old address, an R.E.M. concert 
ticket stub (Madison 5-10-85), an R.E.M. ticket stub (St. Paul 8-5-85), a 
New Order ticket stub (Chicago 8-6-85), two skee-ball tickets, three Burl-
ington Northern monthly commuter passes from 1984, a Hinsdale Cen-
tral basketball game ticket stub, a piece of beige paper, a Bridgeman's 
Cone Club card, a Rangers vs. Orioles ticket stub, a dentist appointment 
reminder from last April, last year's mass communication's banquet ticket, 
directions to get to somebody's house, a Visa receipt, and a little alligator 
that I safety pinned to my shirt in high school when Izod La Coste was 
the "in" thing to wear. 
If you think that's bad, next time I'll write about my refrigerator. There's 
more culture in there than a stack of National Geographics. 
The new year is beginning to glut 
the market with new inventions, 
whether they be useless or an at-
tribute to mankind. We appreciate 
the efforts of all these inventors as 
they attempt to make our lives easier 
and generally a lot sunnier. 
One invention we particularily en-
joy is an alarm clock shaped like a 
baseball that you throw against the 
wall to turn off. So now everyone can 
work on that forkball and wake up at 
the same time. 
Truly, the inventor responsible for 
the baseball alarm clock is an asset 
to humanity, and we applaud his 
ingenuity. 
Here are some inventions that are 
sure to be big successes 
Bowling ball/Aquarium 
Doubling as a sporting good and 
a fish residence, this handsome 
polyurethene orb is just as flashy at 
the lanes as it is on the living room 
shelf. 
Frisbee land mine 
See someone across the park you 
don't really like? Why, just call out 
their name and send them this 
saucer. Think of the hiliarity as they 
innocently snare the frisbee and ex-
plode into a million pieces. Fun for 
the entire family. Don't let the dog 
play with it, though. 
Collaps i ble dog dish 
Rover also has to have his own 
portable goodies for when he hits the 
road. Let's face it: dogs work up a 
thirst too. Now he'll never be caught 
without a bowl. Perfect for walks to 
the park or lake when carrying his 
waterbowl just isn't convenient. 
Electronic hammer 
For those clods who keep hitting 
their thumbs and other assorted 
digits with a hammer, this beauty has 
gunsight crosshairs to ensure safe, 
accurate pounds every time. 
Portable septic tank 
Just like the American Express 
Card, you'll never want to leave 
home without it. Perfect for you up-
wardly mobile people moving from 
your first three bedroom apartment 
to that split-level house in the 
suburbs. Works good during campus 
trips, too. 
Inflatable university 
Tired of the old ienovation pro-
blems? Don't like the townspeople? 
Crime rate too high? Well, worry no 
longer, because the inflatable univer-
sity bails you out of each situation by 
simply letting the hot air out of the 
campus loudmouths, folding it up, 
and walking away. 
Jock itch spray 
It's finally here, sportsfans. The 
clays of envying your favorite hero's 
most embarrassing ailment are over. 
Cruelex is the first spray that pro-
motes jock itch. Just spray it on, get 
in front of a nation-wide broadcast 
camera, and scratch like crazy. 
Winona hot spots 
Every fine city has its own guide to big attractions and little-known 
secrets. Winona is no different. We've compiled a list of some of the more 
low-key, yet hoppin' spots in the bustling metropolis we call "home." 
Chester's One Night Burrito Stand 
A classic place to get that hard to find yet truly delightful slider. Rauol, 
the chef, has a mixed bag of south-of-the-border little treats and yum-
mies that any real man or woman couldn't say no to. Guaranteed to put 
hair on your tongue. It's behind Charlie's You Pull It Auto Parts on Bleaker 
Street. 
Museum of Old Movie Projectors 
Here you'll find all the oldies. You'll find all the projectors that never 
worked right when you were in grade school, as well as the one guy who 
did the narration for every show. You remember him? The guy who sounds 
like he's talking in an underwater paint shaker? He's here in living color. 
You'll find the museum across from Eb's Tape factory and Dance Studio. 
Little Ernie's Rat Trap Trading Post and General Store 
A sure-fire hit with the kiddies as they see Little Ern empty, bait and 
set the traps, then serve ice cream with an ear to ear toothless grin. 
Yes, folks, little Ern's a ton of laughs, and don't forget to buy the 
postcards. It's located right next door to Herb's Dung Ranch on Kickapoo 
Trail. 
Sluggo's Bar and Grill 
— Let the good times roll at Sluggo's. They feature the most ornery 
hometown patrons who just can't wait for pretty college boys and girls 
to hit the dance floor. You'll enjoy their outrageous comments as you 
spin the night away. You can't miss it. Just follow the chalk outlines of 
bodies by the wharf. And remember, every night is chainmail and leather 
night. 
By Bill Pond and Steve Eiswirth 
Inventions galore 
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Commentary 	
Youngsters 
Education workshop for area 
educators in understanding 
youngsters will be held Feb. 21, 8 
a.m. -4 p.m. Call 457-5080 for info. 
Hairy Knees got you 
DOWN? 
Then who cares 
because we don't 
Not underwritten by the Hairy Knees 
foundation 
Front & Center 
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The most 
successful college 
uates 
have a uniform 
appearance. 
)rc.- ss for success. 
Enroll in the Army Reserve ( )fficers• training 
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the sell-confidence that can spell success in 
any career, civilian or military. 
Start that career with the advantages only 
Army ROT( can give you.'Ellk to your 
Professor of Nlilitary Science, today. 
CALL CAPTAIN LEE OLSON AT 
457-5479 OR STOP AT THE ROTC 
OFFICE IN SOMSEN HALL ROOM 121 
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Senate looks over fee hike; 
heads for univ. system vote 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Next Wednesday the Minnesota 
State University Student Association 
will present its request for a 3 cent 
fee increase to the State University 
Board. 
Voting on the issue troubled the 
Winona State University student 
senate after they debated president 
Teresa Coen's vote to increase the 
organization's membership fee. 
MSUSA's Presidents Council 
voted Dec. 7 at Mankato State 
University to raise the fee from 5 
cents to 8 cents per credit 
According to Beth Ebertowski, 
senate treasurer, it cost Winona 
State about $10,000 to be members 
of MSUSA for the 1986-87 school 
year which came out of student ac-
tivity fees. 
While the proposed increase met 
some opposition within the senate, 
two-thirds of the necessary senators 
needed to approve her vote sup-
ported the increase. 
But the increase decision is not 
final until the State University Board 
approves MSUSA's request next 
Wednesday. 
MSUSA lobbiesand presents stu- 
dent issues to state legislators and 
education policy makers. MSUSA 
represents the 54,000 students that 
make up the State University 
System. 
Coen said an increase was need-
ed but felt asking Winona State 
students to pay 8 cents for one 
organization was too much. 
By voting 'yes' she said she was 
supporting the motion of an increase 
but also giving Winona State 
senators a chance to change her 
vote. 
During senate debate, sen. Craig 
Stoxen said, "I understand needing 
an increase but it looks like we're 
raising our own tuition." 
Tom Ruesink, MSUSA state 
chairperson, noted the fee increase 
will raise the cost of education 3 
cents per credit. 
"MSUSA has done a lot with a 
small budget and for continued 
growth the increase is needed," said 
senate vice president Paul Ogren. 
The MSUSA breakdown of the 
budget would use the first cent to 
regain purchasing power lost to in-
flation. The second cent would help 
MSUSA move to a new office and 
pay f or an increase in rent, a new  
phone system the distribution of 
newsletters and forms of informative 
literature. The last cent would 
finance an additional staff member 
to work on researching affairs and 
raising funds to help defray student 
costs. 
"I think we all agree that down the 
road every organization or company 
in order for it to exist has to make 
budget increases periodically," sen. 
Bob Basch said, "but when they 
make increases they need to submit 
to a board where increases would be 
made. We didn't get anything in 
writing on our level about where the 
money was going and that's wrong 
as far as I'm concerned." 
Ogren said through MSUSA, "We 
have access to people in the 
Legislature who affect our lives." He 
continued, "There is no money for 
publications to inform students that 
MSUSA is for them and what the 
organization has done. The only way 
students get that information is if 
they come in and talk with us which 
doesn't usually happen." 
"MSUSA is there to save student 
money, not take it away," said sen. 
Jim Traeger. 
Club Calendar 
Club Calendar for January 14-21 
Wednesday 1/14 
7 a.m. UCM Bible Study, UCM House 362 Johnson St. 
Noon Tai Chi Silence Class, Phelps Gym. 
4 p.m. Student Senate Meeting, Purple Rooms. 
9:19 p.m. LCC Informal Worship, 204 W. Wabasha St. 
3 p.m. Geology Seminar, Pasteur 120. 
Thursday 1/15 
Noon Tai Chi Class, Phelps Gym. 
2 p.m. PRSSA Meeting, Purple Room G. 
5:30 p.m. UCM House Study. 
7 p.m. UCM House Movies and Activities. 
Friday 1/16 
Noon Tai Chi Individual Help, PAC Black Room. 
3 p.m. ROTC Club, Phelps 135. 
6 p.m. Math/Computer Science Dept. Spaghetti Dinner at Elk's Club in 
Winona. Free to all M/CS students. 
Sunday 1/18 
11 a.m. Newman Center Mass, Baldwin Lounge. 
7:30 p.m. LCC Community Evening Prayer, Central Lutheran Church. 
7:30 p.m. Koinonia. 
Monday 1/19 
Noon Tai Chi, PAC Lobby: 
4 p.m. PACE Meeting, Counseling Center. 
7 p.m. Toastmasters, Purple Room 106. 
Tuesday 1/20 
Noon Tai Chi, Phelps Gym. 
4 p.m. ASO Executive Board Meeting. 
3:30 p.m. Geology Club Meeting, Pasteur 116. 
7 p.m. IVCF Large Group Meeting. 
9 p.m. LCC Peer Led Discussions. 
Wednesday 1/21 
7 a.m. UCM Bible Study. 
Noon Tai Chi, Phelps Gym. 
3 p.m. Geology Seminar, Pasteur 120. 
4 p.m. Student Senate Meeting, Purple Rooms. 
9:19 p.m. LCC Informal Worship, 204 W. Wabasha St. 
	 Campus Shorts 	
Art exhibit 
Wall sculptures by Steve Bickly will 
be displayed in the Paul Watkins 
Gallery, Jan. 12-30. Display open to 
public. 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
Management Class 
American Management Associa-
tion Extension Institute class, "How 
to write a business plan will be held 
Feb. 7, Feb 21, March 7. Call 
457-5080 for info. 
Music buffs 
The music department will hold its 
sixth annual Schubert celebration 
Jan. 31 8 p.m. in the PAC. It is free 
and open to public 
Community Relations 
Student/Community Relations 
Committee will meet Jan. 15, 7 p.m. 
in the City Hall Heritage Room, se-
cond floor. 
Public Relations 
Public Relations Student Society 
of America will hold its weekly 
meeting Jan. 15, 2 p.m. Dining Room 
G. 
Hawaiian Night 
Hawaiian Night at the Limelight 
Jan. 15, 8 p.m. - midnight. Wear 
your floral prints and grass skirts. 
The Limelight is also open Jan. 16, 
8 p.m.- midnight. 
Host A Pal 
P.A.L.S. (Public Affairs Liaison for 
Students) needs on-campus Winona 
State students to host high school 
students Jan. 22-24. If interested call 
Teri at 452-5839. 
Aviation Course 
An aviation ground school course 
begins at Winona State University on 
Jan. 16, and will meet for five con-
secutive weekends in Pasteur Hall 
106 B. Meets Fridays, 7-10:30 p.m. 
Saturdays, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. For in-
formation call (507) 457-5260. 
Mr. WSU 
The Student Services Committee 
is seeking 15 males interested in be-
ing contestants for the second an-
nual "Mr. WSU." competition. Entry 
fee is $15. Register in the student 
senate office before Jan. 20. 
Pre-Registration 
Students pick up spring quarter 
pre-registration materials in front of 
Somsen Hall auditorium, Jan. 26-30, 
9:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
Grievance Board 
Grievance Board Committee 
meeting for interested students will 
be held Jan. 15 at 1 p.m. in Dining 
Room E, Kryzsko Commons. 
Lobby Day 
Join the Minnesota State Univer-
sity Student Association at the State 
Capitol in St. Paul on Feb. 19 to ral-
ly for higher education. Transporta-
tion provided. Contact the student 
senate office. 
Half Dozen 
DELI STORES ONLY 
GOOD AT 
HUFF & SARNIA STORE ONLY. 
SALE DATES EFFECTIVE: 
January 2nd through January„13th, 1987. 
Char- min 
Bath 
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Royal Hawaiian 
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Refills! 
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Salted Nut Rolls 
Logo Nut 
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Candy 
Bars 
5/$1 
Kwik Trip Premium 
Ice 
Cream 
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. Hawaiian Sunset 
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• Volcanic Ash 
• Macadamia Nut 
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LATE NIGHT APPETITE? 
TWO PIZZAS 
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CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY 
Offer expires Jan. 31 
WINONA MALL 452-8752 
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By PAUL MARSZALEK 
Staff Writer 
Winona State University has pro-
posed a drug testing, education and 
rehabilitation program targeted at 
student athletes. 
The program, established to meet 
requirements established by the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Association 
and the National Association of Inter-
collegiate Athletics, will screen an 
estimated 600 athletes for drug use 
to the tune of $25,000 each year. 
The policy was generated from a 
committee that first met in 
September but has not been approv-
ed by the dean, vice president, and 
president of the university. 
Winona State's Women's Athletic 
Director Toni Poll-Sorenson said she 
expects approval at Winona State 
Bylaws 
Continued from page 3 
no improvement, students face 
suspension from Winona State. 
However, because the bylaws are 
void the senators on probation aren't 
affected, according to Brad 
Mackinaw, senate parliamentarian. 
"It has been brought to my atten-
tion that both of the bylaws that were  
and then for the proposal to pass on 
to the State University System for fur-
ther review. 
The NCAA made a decision last 
year to make drug tests mandatory 
for athletes who play in champion-
ship competition. 
"They don't really care what we do 
at the university level," said Poll-
Sorenson. "But if we have any kids 
that reach championship play, they 
had better be clean." 
The NAIA has taken a different ap-
proach to drug testing. The NAIA 
leaves the responsibility for actual 
testing to the university, dictating last 
August that universities should have 
a policy by Jan. 1, 1987. 
"The burden of proof is on us. We 
have to go ahead with a program that 
addresses screening, education and 
adopted are unconstitutional 
because they are part of the constitu-
tion and must be adopted in a con-
stitutional manner and set down by 
our internal rule 302," Mackinaw 
said. 
Adopting bylaws in a constitutional 
manner goes through different 
stages. "First, the constitution com-
mittee, made up of six students and 
two representatives appointed by 
Winona State President Thomas 
Stark, formulate a constitution,"  
rehabilitation," Poll-Sorenson said. 
However, testing for drugs is not 
foolproof because tests can come up 
positive even though no drugs were 
administered. 
"About one-third the people who 
are identified as having substances 
in their urine will be falsely iden-
tified." Poll-Sorensen said, "So 
everyone that comes up positive in 
the first test will be re-tested with a 
more sophisticated test." 
The policy calls for 350 tests 
estimated at $25 each. However the 
advanced test will cost $100. 
Winona State's policy affects all 
university athletes. The gymnastics 
and women's golf team fall under 
NCAA guidelines. All other teams 
answer to NAIA. 
Athletes refusing to take the urine 
Mackinaw said. "Then it is put on the 
ballot in spring as a referendum item 
and is subject to a 10 percent yes or 
no vote by students." Next Stark 
must approve it. 
"Internal rule 302 is a university 
rule stating the process for adopting 
a constitution," Mackinaw said. 
Mackinaw said the wording of the 
bylaws was valid yet the way they 
were passed was unconstitutional. 
"The bylaws were passed like a 
usual motion. But bylaws are a 
secondary constitution or set of rules 
and must be approved in the same 
constitutional manner," Mackinaw 
said. 
"As far as the bylaws are concern-
ed, we will have to wait until the con-
stitution process is finished in order 
to have something on record as far 
as a policy for GPA requirements 
and senator eligibility status," said 
Ogren. "In the meantime, we're just 
in limbo."  
Writers Wanted 
Freshman and Sophomore jour-
nalism students, get ahead in the 
game and learn early. The 
Winonan needs writers. 
All students encouraged to stop by 
test or testing positive will not be 
allowed to compete at the champion-
ship level. 
"We don't think the problem is 
worse here than at any other institu-
tion," said Poll-Sorenson. "The pro-
blem is that if someone is identified 
(as a drug user) at the national level, 
the negative public relations of it are 
extraordinary. PR is one thing, but 
the health of an athlete in jeopardy 
means so much." 
The education program is design-
ed to familiarize students with 
adverse health problems associated 
with drug use and offer an alternative 
method for additional stress the 
athletes may face. 
The actual testing will be random. 
However, all athletes will be required 
to submit a urine sample. Only one 
Changes 
Continued from page 3 
come tax forms, if they didn't receive 
more than $750 in aid and did not live 
with their parents for more than six 
months. Exceptions, Roraff said, in-
clude war veterans, orphans and 
students with legal dependents other 
than a spouse. 
Another criteria is that students 
must be age 24 or older by Dec. 31 
of the year they apply for the status. 
The exceptions here, Roraff said, are 
students unmarried or divorced with 
dependents. 
She noted that the advantage of 
an Independent status is that more 
financial aid can be awarded to you. 
If all this seems confusing, you're 
not alone. Roraff, employed at WSU 
for 10 years, said about the in-
dependent status, "There's confu-
sion because the state and federal 
government have different definitions 
of 'independent student.' " 
To avoid hassles and delays in 
receiving and qualifying for aid, 
Roraff strongly suggests students 
adhere to the June 1 deadline for 
having their aid application com-
pleted accurately and in to the 
department.  
-third of those will actually be tested 
twice each season. 
The first test will be announced 
and most likely performed with a 
physical examination. The second 
test may not be announced. 
Funding for the program has yet 
to be approved by the State Univer-
sity System. The $25,000 estimated 
cost is felt reasonable considering 
the scope of the program. 
The breakdown of costs falls into 
two areas, the actual test and the 
education program. 
The education program is 
estimated at $2,500 with most money 
earmarked for counselor salaries, 
consultation with firms outside the 
university and instruction materials. 
Food drive 
a success 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Winona State University's student 
senate coordinated a food drive that 
collected over 200 pounds of non-
perishable foot items for Winona 
Volunteer Services in Winona at the 
close of December. 
The food was then distributed by 
the service to emergency food 
shelves around the area. 
The food drive was conducted two 
weeks before Christmas break. The 
food was delivered to Volunteer Ser-
vices Dec. 19. 
Senators Craig Stoxen and Jim 
Traeger initiated the food drive idea 
and asked senate for its backing ac-
cording to Stoxen. 
Traeger said a letter to publicize 
the event was sent to each ad-
ministrator and the notice was read 
over the air at KQAL, the campus 
radio station. 
The Country Store donated the 
collection boxes that were set up in 
departmental offices, residence halls 
and in the Smaug , Stoxen said. 
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Chris Pekelsma, a senior All-American for Winona meet. 
State, scored a 9.2 in the uneven bars at Saturday's 
Brice Wilkinson had to use a bullhorn when the low 
meet. 
Raquel Yurch scored an 8.15 in vaulting compete 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacbosen 
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T system malfunctioned at Saturday's 
Win onan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Kate Dempsey had plenty to smile about after 
winning the all-around competition. 
Warrior gymnastics 
tumble over OshKosh 
At the University of Iowa, winter sports revolve around the Hawkeye 
wrestling team. At the University of North Carolina the Tar Heel basket-
ball team is in the spotlight. Over the past few years at Winona State 
University it has become the Warrior women's gymnastics team stan-
ding above the other athletic programs. 
The Warrior gymnastics squad captured the NAIA National Cham-
pionship in 1985, in the same year they placed third in the NCAA Na-
tional Championship Meet. A year ago the Warriors were dethroned 
by the University of Wisconsin-OshKosh. Saturday the two met in a 
dual meet with pleasant results for Winona State fans. 
The Warriors jumped, flipped and vaulted their way to a decisive 
138.3-131.05 victory. 
Two time All-American Katie Dempsey thrilled the crowd in route 
to breaking a school record in the floor exercise. Dempsey broke her 
own record of 9.5 with a 9.6. 
In all, Winona State tallied three nines in the meet as All-American 
Chris Pekelsma won the uneven parallel bars with a score of 9.2 and 
freshman sensation Raquel Yurch finished second to Dempsey with 
a 9.0. Dempsey almost had a fourth nine as she took first place in 
the balance beam with an 8.5. 
If Saturday afternoon is any indication of things to come for the War-
riors this season, it promises to be a productive year for Winona State 
gymnastics. 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Jerry Dempsey receives a hug from his daughter Kate Dempsey after she scored a 9.6 for her floor exercise. 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Heather Campbell, a Winona State education major cheerleading advisor at Winona Senior High School. 
and former Winona State cheerleader, is the Last year she was advisor for the junior high squad. 
'Backatcha' dance finds way 
to the needy people in Winona 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
Students were able to start out their new year with 
music, dancing and help to the needy Saturday. 
Cooperative Campus Ministries sponsored a 
"Backatcha" dance at the Limelight. 
Admission to the dance was $1 	or the donation 
of two cans of food. 
"We were really pleased with the turnout consider-
ing all the publicity was done between Tuesday and 
Saturday," said Craig Stoxen, peer minister of the 
Lutheran Campus Center. 
It was estimated that over 100 people attended the 
dance and two large boxes of canned goods were 
donated. 
"The ARA Food Service donated a whole box of 
canned goods." said Stoxen. 
The only expense incurred by the group was for 
popcorn. 
"The sound system was donated by the Limelight," 
said Stoxen. 
Money collected will be put into the ministry 
fund for future events. 
CCM is an association of Newman Center, Lutheran 
Campus Center, United Campus Ministry, Inter-Varsity 
Christian Fellowship, Christians in Action and Baptist 
Student Union. 
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Student coach applies theory to practice 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
Part-time jobs often help college 
students gain experience that can be 
valuable to them in their future 
careers. 
Heather Campbell, a senior 
elementary education major at 
Winona State University, thinks that 
her job as a high school cheerleading 
advisor has already given her a lot 
of insight into the field of education. 
"I've learned about the workings 
of a school, how to deal with ad-
ministration and what channels to 
go through to get things done," said 
Campbell. 
She added, "These are things I 
wasn't aware of before, and will be 
helpful to me when I begin 
teaching." 
During her sophomore year, 
Campbell noticed a sign in Memorial 
Hall that said a cheerleading advisor 
was needed immediately at the 
Winona Junior High School. 
"I called and told the athletic direc-
tor that I had never done anything 
like this, but I went for the interview, 
and was given the job." 
She advised squads at the junior 
high for two years. 
This year Campbell took the job of 
cheerleading advisor at the senior 
high school. 
Campbell has found working with 
the senior high cheerleaders more 
challenging than with the junior high. 
"The junior high kids didn't need 
as much supervision and their per-
sonalities are much different at the 
senior high level," Campbell said. 
It's sometimes tough to be so 
close to the high school students in 
age. 
"You are their friend but you must 
remain an authority figure," said 
Campbell. 
The good experience and fun she 
has makes it a rewarding job. 
Campbell had experience as a 
cheerleader herself at the junior and 
senior high levels. 
She also was a cheerleader at 
Winona State for one year. 
"Doing this keeps me in touch with 
younger kids and it's a good release  
"You are their friend, but 
you must remain an 
authority figure," 
—Campbell 
from school," she commented. 
Practice time is 3 to 5 p.m. Mon-
days and Wednesdays at the senior 
high. Additionally, Campbell is re-
quired to accompany the squads to 
away games. 
"I usually have to drive or 
chaperone. ! also need to be around 
in case there is an injury or someone 
needs something." 
Campbell gets help with her duties 
from five assistant coaches. 
With six squads under her super-
vision, the help is necessary. 
"These girls volunteer their time 
and do so much for me," said Camp-
bell. "They're great." 
Three of the girls are Winona State 
Warriorettes and one is an 
ex-Warriorette. 
The assistant coaches teach 
cheers and attend home games, 
said Campbell. 
She hopes that maybe one of the 
assistants will be able to take over 
her position next year if she doesn't 
find a job in town. 
Campbell's classroom experience 
has helped her in solving some of her 
problems with the squads. 
"They told us in one of my classes 
that you have to come down hard 
right away and then lighten up: I 
made the mistake of being too lax at 
the beginning of the year and now • 
have to put my foot down," said 
Campbell. 
As cheerleading advisor, Camp-
bell also helps organize fundraisers 
sponsored by the cheerleaders. 
"We held a bake sale to earn 
money for things like parents' night, 
and sending girls to camps and 
clinics." 
Campbell's other part-time job as 
a youth coordinator at the First Con-
gregational Church also helps her 
prepare for her education career. 
Team expects to capture first place 
Forensics ready for state tourney 
By ELIZABETH MILLER 
Staff Writer 
The new year promises excite-
ment and challenges for the Winona 
State University Forensics Team as 
the members gear up to take home 
the first place trophy from state corn-
petition Feb. 21-22. 
At state competition in St. Cloud, 
Minn. Winona State will be going up 
against some of Minnesota's best 
public, private and community 
colleges. 
"This year is just going to be a 
dogfight," said Coach Cindy Carver. 
"I've never seen as many good 
schools as I've seen this year." 
Mankato State University in par-
ticular has some excellent speakers, 
Carver said, which will make for 
some tough competition. 
"Without a doubt," said Carver, 
"they're our competition." 
But if the team has as much suc-
cess as it has had in past tour-
naments, it has nothing to worry 
about. 
In three of their past tournaments, 
where the majority of the team  
members were present; the team 
placed in sweepstakes or cumulative 
points. 
Although Carver is aware of the 
tough competition the team faces, 
she is confident of the team's 
abilities. 
According to Carver, both the 
team's experienced and novice 
members have shown a great 
amount of progress this year. 
Carver said she is very confident 
in veterans Paul Nordgren, Karen 
Jacobs, Jeff Hudson, Nina Barker, 
Deb Wertanen and Amy Ostrom who 
placed in last year's state 
tournament. 
"I am clearly convinced that they 
have the talent to give us a first or 
second place finish at state," said 
Carver. 
Nordgren and Barker have already 
qualified their duo, which took first at 
Winona State, for the National Foren-
sics Association and for the 
American Forensic Association na-
tional tournaments. 
To qualify for NFA, a speaker must 
make it through three rounds and the 
final round with an event. 
The AFA competition is more dif-
ficult to qualify for. It requires a 
speaker to place third or better in 
three different tournaments. 
Jeff Hudson has qualified for both 
national tournaments in informative 
and after-dinner speaking. 
"Jeff has probably had the best 
year yet," said Carver. 
Hudson also has made it through 
final rounds, with both impromptu 
and extemporaneous speaking  
events. 
Karen Jacobs has qualified for 
NFA with her public speaking events 
for informative, impromptu and 
extemporaneous. 
See Forensics, page 12 
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Blake Gottschalk also admitted 
that it is harder to motivate himself 
to study after Christmas break. 
"With midterms almost upon us, 
there seems to be less time to 
prepare for them," he said. 
"I didn't have any tests before 
Christmas break and now everything 
is piling up on me," Gottschalk said. 
But students are not alone in their 
This space can be yours 
Stop by the Winonan to get 
a free space for advertising. 
Call 457-5520 or stop by 113 
Phelps Hall for details. 
With a perm, color or 
highlight, get 7 tanning 
sessions for $15.00. 
Guys get 2 sessions 
for $5.00 with 
a haircut. 
Tanning packages; 
NOW 7 sessions for 
$22.50, plus other specials. 
parlon&deri 
10% Student Discount with Valid Student I.D. 
279 E. 3rd 454.4516 
Hair design at it's  best! 	onsumm 
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WINONA'S NEWEST EATING AND DRINKING ESTABLISHMENT 
INVITES YOU TO TASTE THE EXPERIENCE 
Serving Lunch and Dinner Daily 
From 10:00 — 1:00 a. m. 
Located on: 926 W. 5th. Phone: 452-3288 
Maybe there is 
a substitute for 
expg,ce. 
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16,278 to choose from—all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO 
800-351-0222 
In Calif. (2131477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available—all levels 
Toll Free 
Hot Line 
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Winter blues catchy at this time of season 
Many students have found that after a long break such as Christmas, 
they have difficulty getting back into the swing of things. One of these 
motivational problems is getting out of bed in the morning after just 
getting used to sleeping late. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
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ports-in-Store 
—Winona's largest silkscreeners of 
T-Shirts & Jerseys 
—Lowest prices in the 5 state area. 
$1.00 Off 
Any Hockey Stick 
Supplies Limited 
Expires 1-21-87 
By LIZ MILLER 
Staff Writer 
It's that time of year when the mid-
winter blues set in for some students. 
No more holiday festivities or leisure-
ly sleeping in late. 
It's at this time students are 
especially prone to procrastination, 
depression and a general lack of 
energy to do anything that involves 
the forbidden four letter word 
"work." 
Suzan Lamey is one who can 
relate to this. Suffering from a slight 
case of senioritis, Lamey said, "I had 
no motivation to come back (after the 
holiday break) for school itself, but I 
am motivated to come back to get it 
(school) over with." 
Lamey added she is going to at-
tempt to remedy her lack of motiva-
tion by getting herself organized. 
"I write lists of what I have to do 
and then cross the things out as I 
go," she said. 
Marlene Giebler said although she 
doesn't feel all that motivated to 
study now, she is feeling more 
motivated than she was before 
break. 
"Before break it was so hard to get 
into the quarter when I knew I would 
be gone again in two more weeks," 
said Giebler. 
Giebler's method of motivation is 
to reward herself with a fun activity 
when she completes her tasks. 
Another student, Amy Ostrom, has 
the same idea. 
She claims one of her biggest pro-
blems is that she talks about work in-
stead of getting it done. 
She, like Giebler, usually sets 
aside some time each day to do 
something for herself no matter how 
busy she is. 
Freshman Damon Schoen realiz-
ed he couldn't get a degree in four 
years without attending classes 
regularly. 
"Before Christmas, I started blow-
ing off a lot of classes and when I got 
back, I started to see the results of 
that," he said. 
Now Schoen resolves to begin the 
year on the right foot by attending 
classes more often. 
Three weeks into winter quarter 
Kristi Schermerhorn is still working 
on getting rid of fall quarter 
notebooks. 
"I'm already behind. I have two 
tests on Thursday and I haven't 
started studying for either one of 
them et " admitted Schermerhorn.  
mid-winter slump. 
Instructors, too, find themselves 
spinning their wheels. 
Director of News Services Julie 
Zuehlke said that she needs to have 
constant challenges in her life to 
keep her from getting down. 
"Every job gets its routines. That 
is why I have to invent challenges for 
Tat," said Zuehlke.  
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"I think it's really hard any time 
you take a break like that in the mid-
dle of a quarter," said Carver. "Com-
ing back is kind of like starting over." 
"But I guess you don't have much 
choice," said Carver. "You feel sorry 
for yourself for two days and then you 
get back into it." 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
WANTED: 4 or 5 college 
students for costume delivery. 
A singing voice and a car are 
needed for daytime hours. 
Contact Dave at 454-4040. 
Balloons Over Wenonah 
She added, "I motivate myself by 
playing a game — how can I make 
the same old thing interesting." 
She also finds that leisurely 
reading is a sure cure for boredom. 
Communications Professor Cindy 
Carver said the most difficult part of 
coming back to school after 
Christmas break is getting back into 
a regular schedule again. 
TRAVEL PROMOTERS WANTED 
Earn HIGH COMMISSION and FREE 
TRIPS! Destination Travel is looking 
for individuals or organizations to 
market Spring Break trips to South 
Padre Islands. 
Call Steve at 1-800-525-1638 
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Winona State marketing professor Richard 
Straavaldsen helped 7-Up change its image from a 
health remedy and mixer to a soft drink. Straavaldsen 
Winonan photo y Tony Dussel 
has been working as a marketing professor at Winona 
State since 1974. 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family 
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For 
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to 
5":00. 
64 1/2 W. 5th 
	
452-4307 
THE FINAL TOUCH HAIR SALON 
67 La Fayette 
454-8392 
Beauty on a Budget 
Featuring $25.00 Perms 
Includes Cut, Style & Conditioning 
WALK—INS WELCOME 
Ask for Mavis or Barb 
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'Uncola' campaign unleashed by professor 
Forensics 
Continued from page 10 
Deb Wertanen, co-president with 
Nordgren and Ostrom, prepares to 
take five different events to the state 
tournament. 
Novices Chuck Michel, Michelle 
Warner, freshman Paul Martin and 
others have made great strides this 
year. 
Michel qualifies for NFA with his 
after-dinner speech. 
"The new people are going to 
make a difference as far as how we 
do at state. We need them in the 
trenches to pick up the preliminary 
points," said Carver. 
Carver is pleased with the number 
of newcomers who have stayed with 
the team. 
Between 16 and 20 people joined 
the team this year and kept with it, 
as compared to the average five or 
six. 
According to Carver the team has 
a strong sense of cohesiveness this 
year as compared to other years. 
By SHERI JACOBSON 
Variety Editor 
From a health remedy to a sparkl-
ing soft drink, 7-Up bubbled into 
America's refrigerators as the "Un-
cola" with the help of a Winona State 
University marketing professor. 
In 1965 when 7-Up faced financial 
difficulty, Richard Straavaldsen, 
then-marketing director for 7-Up, 
hoisted the company back on its feet. 
But the change wasn't overnight. 
First, the company had to spend 
$14 million on failed advertising for 
four years. 
According to Straavaldsen, a 
survey concluded 7-Up was in the 
same number of households as Coke 
and Pepsi yet young adults in the 
1960s didn't consume the soft drink 
because the drink had image 
problems. 
Because the teenage market was 
booming at that time, teenagers were 
a potential money-making target. 
"Among teenagers, 7-Up was 
almost nonexistent," said 
Straavaldsen. 
Teenagers viewed 7-Up as a mix-
er and a medicine for an upset 
stomach, not a soft drink. 
"You didn't go to the fridge and 
drink 7-Up because it was a mixer," 
said Straavaldsen. 
So Straavaldsen said the company 
hired one of the best known adver-
tising agencies in the world, J. Walter 
Thompson, to begin repositioning 
the product by showing people 7-Up 
was more than a mixer or health 
remedy. 
The ad agency developed a series 
of commercials with sports figures 
drinking 7-Up, according to 
Straavaldsen. 
However, these commercials 
didn't change teenagers' attitudes 
about 7-Up. 
By this time, the agency was 
frustrated. 
Straavaldsen had his own idea for 
an ad and after having it snubbed for 
a time, the agency decided to use it. 
To unleash the "Uncola" cam-
paign Straavaldsen showed three 
leading soft drinks in brown bags, 
each with a Coke, Pepsi and 7-Up 
glass. 
As Coke and then Pepsi were 
poured into glasses, an announcer 
said, "It's dark and syrupy" to both 
of the darker drinks. 
When it came to the 7-Up glass 
an announcer poured 7-Up into a 
glass with ice, saying "It's clear and 
it's bright and exciting." 
"The bag was taken off 7-Up as 
the announcer said, 'It's 7-Up. It's 
the uncola', " said Straavaldsen. 
The simple, and what was meant 
to be dumb, commercial worked. 
"It (the commercial) put 7-Up in  
the soft drink world," said 
Straavaldsen. 
His idea was a winner. 
.7-Up's share of the market grew 
from 7 to 11 percent Straavaldsen 
said. 
A package design still had to 
change however. 
"We wanted to design a package 
that would appeal to young adults," 
said Straavaldsen. 
On the former bottle was a 
35-year-old woman in a one-piece 
swimsuit. 
At that time one-piece suits were 
out, said Straavaldsen. 
He said the chairman of the board 
at 7-Up thought up a design with 
7-Up down the side of a bottle, 
despite fancier designs from the ad 
firm. 
Straavaldsen said nobody working 
on the campaign thought the chair-
man's simple idea would work. 
Ironically, the idea worked in test 
markets. 
"It (the design down the side of the 
can) was rebellion against tradition 
(of horizontal designs)" said 
Straavaldsen. 
Straavaldsen said he pushed for a 
program to get vendors in schools, 
parks and other places where 
students were. 
7-Up ran into other barriers. 
Teenagers demanded 16 ounce 
bottles, like Coke and P.:psi, and 
nonreturnable bottles or cans. 
Most manufacturers at that time 
made returnable pop bottles. 
"The 'Uncola' campaign was not 
just an 'Uncola' campaign, it was 
using psychology to put the whole 
program together," said 
Straavaldsen. 
7-Up also had to keep away from 
competing with Sprite and Team, 
which at that time were lemon-lime 
drinks, Straavaldsen said. 
"Only 9 percent of consumers 
knew 7-Up was a lemon lime flavor," 
Straavaldsen said. 
Straavaldsen said it was important 
7-Up he known as a flavor all its own 
with existing competition of lemon-
lime products. 
From "You like it — it likes you" 
to "It's 7-Up — it's the uncola" 7-Up 
was a product all its own. 
Straavaldsen said marketing is "a 
complicated business of getting in-
side people's heads." 
"It's more fun than playing 
chess," he said. 
Straavaldsen wouldn't comment 
on the biggest salary he'd ever made 
as a marketing executive, but add-
ed it was over $100,000. 
Straavaldsen has been working as 
a professor at Winona State since 
1974. 
-;\ 
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Carl Hein of UM-Morris drives toward the basket while Warrior Dale Wiebke defends. 
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Kling-Onz; Winona's U ti mate team 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
February 14 means Valentine's Day to most people, but when you are 
talking about Ultimate Frisbee this day takes on a whole new meaning. 
The Mississippi Valley Kling-Onz, Winona State University's Ultimate 
Frisbee Club, will host an indoor tournament on the day that is tradi-
tionally saved for romance. 
According to Chris Vieau, the club's president, the Kling-Onz are plan-
ning to invite teams from Madison and Minneapolis as well as Carlton 
anr4 Macal-ester Colleae. 
Earlier in the indoor season the Kling-Onz placed second in an eight 
team tourney held in Minneapolis. 
Last spring the Kling-Onz advanced to the NCAA regional tournament 
held in Champaign, Ill. after capturing the sectional r hampionship 13-7 
over the Univeristy of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Vieau feels that although last year's team was tough this year's squad 
could be even better. 
"We're not as strong as the team that was here four years ago but 
we have the potential to be. We just aren't utilizing it," said Vieau. "We 
definitely have the potential to be the best team in the section." 
Vieau said the squad has talent but with only 15 members, squad 
numbers are a problem. 
The section that the Kling-Onz are part of consists of teams from North 
Dakota, South Dakota, Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota. Despite 
all the states that are in the section Vieau said that only Illinois, Wiscon-
sin, Iowa and Minnesota have teams. 
A new wrinkle for the Kling-Onz this year is the addition of women to 
the squad. Vieau said the team has had some women working out with 
them during practice. The women haven't competed yet, by their own 
choice. 
The Kling-Onz are always looking for new members so if you are in-
terested in getting involved in a fast paced, exciting sport, practices are 
every Monday at 8 p.m. in McCown Gymnasium. 
Last spring the Winonan had a story on the Kling-Onz. At the end of 
the story we added some of the general rules that are used in Ultimate 
Frisbee. For those who don't remember what they are or those who didn't 
see the story here they are again. 
Two seven-men teams play against each other on a field that is 70 yards 
long, with 20-yard end zones on each side. The field is 40 yards wide. 
The object of the game is to pass the Frisbee from player to player. 
Once the Frisbee is caught, the person has 10 seconds to pass it and 
can't run with it, while a defender tries to keep the person with the Frisbee 
from passing to a teammate. The Frisbee can be intercepted by a 
defender thus putting his team on the offense. Also, if the Frisbee is drop-
ped or the pass fails to be completed, the Frisbee goes to the defensive 
team. 
Scoring is done basically before each game as the teams have a 
s meeting to decide what the score will be set at. Usually the game goes 
to 15. A point is given whenever a team gets past the end line. 
The NCAA governs the Ultimate Frisbee sport a "gentleman's 
game " No referees are used and if a foul is committed, the player will 
call it. 
Warriors post 11-6 record John Girolamo, a member of the Mississippi Valley Kling-Onz, tosses a Frisbee during Monday night's 
Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton 
practice. The Kling-Onz meet every Monday night in 
McCown Gym at 8:30. 
Netters off to best start in 
"I feel that if we're close with two 
or three minutes left, we have a 
real good chance of winning the 
game?' 
—Nauman 
By KURT MOSSON 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Second half scoring surges helped push the 
Winona State University men's basketball team 
past the University of Wisconsin-River Falls, 
University of Minnesota-Morris and Moorhead 
State University. 
With just a little under eight minutes remain-
ing in the game against River Falls, the Warriors 
trailed by 14 points. However, they proceeded to 
out score their opponents 24-9 for a 74-73 win. 
Leading the way for the Warriors with 17 points 
was senior guard Mike Stensgard. Stensgard 
popped in seven of his points in the final eight 
minutes of the game. 
Also contributing to the Warriors scoring was 
junior Dale Wiebke with 15 points, 10 of which 
came with eight minutes left. Senior Barry 
Burkhartzmeyer contributed 15 points and 4 re-
bounds. High man with 11 rebounds was Senior 
Kevin Kelly.  
12 years 
After going to halftime tied at 39, the Warriors 
used a second half surge to defeat Morris 79-69. 
Throughout the second half the teams continued 
to exchange baskets. But with 6:16 left the War-
riors went up on Morris and never looked back. 
Leading the Warriors in scoring was Stensgard 
with 22 points. Stensgard was 57 percent from 
the three point range, hitting four of seven 
attempts. 
According to Warrior Head Coach Jerry 
Nauman, shooting anything above 40 percent 
from the three point range is great. 
On the night the Warriors were 7-11 for 64 
percent. 
Also contributing to the Warrior effort was 
Wiebke with 21 points. Burkhartzmeyer had 14 
points as well as a game high 12 rebounds. 
Senior Lenny Drewelow added 10 points, 7 re-
bounds and 3 blocked shots. 
"We are really starting to play with a lot of con-
fidence," said Nauman. "I feel that if we're close 
with two or three minutes left, we have a real 
good chance of winning the game." 
The third Warrior victory came against 
Moorhead State with a 72-63 score. 
After a slow start, the Warriors started a corn-
eback to capture the lead 33-32 by halftime. 
See Sweep page 15 
ltza Pizza Sports Trivia Quiz 
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WSU wins'Battle of Champs' 
"I'm happy and excited about the way 
the team performed, but the team still 
hass some room for improvement. By 
scoring 138 points it shows the team's 
potential is unlimited?' 
—Juaire 
11■1111111■• 	
By JOHN DALZIEL 
Staff Reporter 
A standing room only crowd was on hand Saturday 
to watch the battle of the national champions as Winona 
State University defeated the University of Wisconsin-
OshKosh, 138.3-131.05. 
The Warriors captured the NAIA National Champion-
ship in 1985. Last year OshKosh dethroned Winona 
State and captured the championship. 
The victory strengthened the Warrior's hold of the 
number one ranking. 
Two time All-American Katie Dempsey led the way for 
the Warriors with a performance to suit her credentials. 
The junior from Hastings won the balance beam, floor 
exercise and all-around and managed to throw in a third 
place finish in the vault. 
Dempsey's performance in the floor exercise was 
nothing short of spectacular. Her score of 9.6 broke the 
school record which she set last year with a score of 9.5. 
In the mind of Warrior Head Coach Greg Juaire it was 
Dempsey's best all-around performance ever. 
Winona State swept all three positions in two events and 
had the top finisher in two others. 
Dempsey wasn't the only Warrior to shine as senior 
All-American Chris Pekelsma added a first and second 
place to the Warrior victory. 
Pekelsma won the uneven parallel bars with a score 
of 9.2. 
Freshman sensation Raquel Yurch took a second in 
both the floor exercise and the all-around. 
Junior Laura Robillard rounded out the win with three 
third place finishes: the uneven bars, floor exercise and 
all-around. 
"I'm happy and excited about the way the team per-
formed,” said Juaire, "but the team still has some room 
for improvement. By scoring 138 points it shows the 
team's potential is unlimited." 
The Warriors will be in action again Friday and Satur-
day in the two-day University of Wisconsin-Stout 
Invitational. 
NSC Home Opener 
Watch the Warriors start their home con-
ference season. 
Friday:7:30 p.m. vs Southwest State 
Saturday:3 p.m. vs Northern State 
Wear hiking boots, clogs or cowboy boots and get in for 50 cents. Bring 
a friend with you and you both get in for 50 cents. 
e, 
Answers should be submitted to the Winonan office no 
later than Monday, January 19. 
1. Who did former NFL receiver Bobby Moore 
become? 
2. What team won the first NFL championship game 
on Dec. 17, 1933? 
3. What Detroit Tigers outfielder of the 1960's and 
70s was known as "The Gray Fox?" 
4. What did NHL all-time goaltending great Glenn 
Hall do before every game? 
5. What two nicknames are common to NFL and 
NHL teams? 
6. Who made up the starting outfield for the Cin-
cinatti Reds Big Red Machine of the mid 1970s? 
7 What was the front four of the Minnesota Vikings 
Purple Eaters, before Doug Sutherland became a 
Viking? 
8. What team has won the most NFL 
Championships? 
9. What NBA team plays it's home games in the 
Meca? 
10 What NHL player has led the league in scoring 
the most times? 
Tie breaker: Predict the MVP for Super Bowl XXI. 
Winner of contest receives a free two-item large pizza from ltza Pizza. 
Employees of Itza Pizza and the Winonan aren't eligible. 
Warriors 
slump hits 
two NSC „1 
.-11:10u 
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By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
The cliche when it rains it pours 
is often overused, but in the case of 
the Winona State University 
women's basketball team it defin ite-
ly applies. 
The Warriors dropped their open-
ing two Northern Sun Conference 
games losing to Moorhead State 
University, 75-66 and the University 
of Minnesota-Morris, 66-62. 
In past games Warrior Head 
Coach Alice Simpson has had to re-
ly on the production of just two 
players. This weekend was no 
different. 
In the loss Friday night to 
Moorhead State, senior captain Lisa 
See Women page 16 
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Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army RO VC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BF, Ali, YOU CAN 
CALL CAPTAIN LEE OLSON AT 457-5479 OR STOP AT 
THE ROTC OFFICE IN SOMSEN HALL. APPLY NOW ! 
ARMY KE5ERVII 
Your complete Travel Associates 
Sunbreak '87 package includes: 
* Round-trip transportation via deluxe rnotorcoach 
* Seven nights accommodations at one of 
Daytona's finest beachfront hotels 
* Sand castle building contest 
* A volleyball tournament with prizes 
* Optional transportation services to 
Disneyworld, EPCOT and Wet 'n Wiid 
* Optional tickets to the Party Cruise 
* All hotel taxes 
* Services of Travel Associates' on-site 
Sunbreak vacation staff 
For more information contact: 
Perry or Will 
evenings at 
452-1981 
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NOW YOU 	1 
CAN GET THE 
HOTTEST PIZZA 
IN TOWN 
IN 30 MINUTES 
OR LESS. 
FOR  LESS. 
O 
Z4 
EN 
N 
On. 
$1.00 OFF 
454-6700 	_ 	 
909 W.5th. St. 
Winona 
Get $1.00 off any pizza. 
Not valid with other 
offers. 
Expires: 1-20-87 
Fast, Free Delivery - 
Name 	  
Address 	  
Phone 	  
Available Wednesdays only. 
Get a 12" pepperoni double 
cheese extra-thick crust piz-
za for only $5.00. Just ask 
for the Wednesday Special. 
No coupon required. 
Name 
Address 
Phone 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS" 
® FREE. 
LonAnd ,Jeloo.gy ..1/e,t Our dmets no less IN. 52000 
' 1986 DnIcnnns Intza Inc 
$5.00 
Special 
WATI 
School of 
Cosmetology 
- TOTAL HAIR CARE 
FOR MEN & LADIES 
- ATTRACTIVE PRICES 
HAIRCUT $3.25 
PERMS $14.95 & Up 
Appointments 
9am-3pm Weekdays 
454-4646 
Winona Area 
Technical Institute 
1250 Homer Road 
Work Performed by Students Under 
\Supervision by Licensed Instructors) 
FEATURING FOR WOMEN ONLY: 
•Over 20 Exercise Classes Weekly 
•Aqua Fitness Classes 
•Eagle Equipment 
•Classes Involving Free Weights 
•Swimming Pool (86° F) 
•Whirlpool (103 9 -105°F) 
•Stationary Bikes 
'Air Conditioning 
•Private Showers 
•Fitness Testing 
•Fitness Prescriptions 
•New Women's Locker Room 
•Lounge 
•Sunbed (Extra Charge) 
•Massage Practitioner (Extra Charge) 
•Indoor Tennis Courts (Extra Charge) 
223 Center St. 	 454-4345 
Eagles Nest 
FITNESS 
CENTER 
e— 
NEW! 	 RS MEWS HOU 
For Eagle Equipment, Pool 
Use, Free Weights, Indoor Run-
ning, Stationary Bikes, Locker 
Room. 
•M-F 6.8 am/6:30.9 pm Eagle 
•Sat. 12.5 Eagle 
•M,W,F 6 am 
•M,W,F 12:05 pm 	Exercise 
•M,W 5:15 pm 
•6.7 am, 12-1 pm, 7.8 pm Pool 
•M-F 6.8 am Running/Courts 
STUDENT 
SPECIAL 
$69.95 
Jan.-May 31 
223 Center St. 	454-4345 
Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman 
Winona State's Tim Lang grabs a rebound from the Saturday night's game against Moorhead State. The 
grasp of Kevin Kelley during first half action during Warriors defeated the Dragons 72-63. 
I HIS AND HERS I 
[A Hairstyle for your Lifestyle."' 
Clip this coupon 
and get a hair cut 
for only $5.00! 
I Offer good until Jan. 31st. I 
Located on: 	 Phone: 
'
Comer of Mark and Main 454-8125 
(Behind Dick's Electric) 
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Sweep- 
Continued from page 13 
After trading baskets for much of 
the second half, the Warriors took 
the lead for good with 7:35 remain-
ing in the game. 
Burkhartzmeyer led the Warriors 
in scoring with 16 points and in re-
bounding with 11. 
"Barry (Burkhartzmeyer) is a quali-
ty ball player," said Nauman. 
Also contributing to the Warriors 
scoring was Stensgard with 14 points 
and Wiebke with 10 points. 
Drewelow came off the bench to add 
8 points, 5 rebounds and 2 block 
shots. 
"Having Lenny (Drewelow) in 
there gives us another threat," said 
Nauman. "He draws attention in the 
middle leaving our outside shooting 
open." 
Winona State has compiled an 
11-6 record, 2-0 in the NIC. This 
marks the best start the Warriors 
have had in 12 seasons when they  
dominated the NIC with an 11-1 
record. 
The Warriors will be in action again 
Friday at Southwest State Universi-
ty and Saturday at Northern State 
College. 
Warrior Notes: 
Winona State won its fifth game 
in a row and eighth out of the last 
nine games by upsetting the Univer-
sity of Northern Iowa nnordav 
70-69. Northern Iowa is a NCAA Divi-
sion I school. 
The Warriors jumped out to a 21 
point lead in the first half but let Nor-
thern Iowa back into the game. 
Senior guard Mark Stensgard led 
the Warriors with 17 points. Junior tri-
captain Dale Wiebke tossed in 14 
and sophomore Sean Gantt added 
10. 
Stensgard was named the Nor-
thern Intercollegiate Conference 
player of the week. 
Stensgard had 53 points in three 
games, including a team high 22 
points on Friday against the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Morris. 
In the Huddle 
By Wayne 
Bower 
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Watch out for Denver 
After four weeks of preseason 
games, 16 weeks of regular season 
games and three weeks of play-off 
games it has been determined who 
is to play in Super Bowl XXI. 
The New York Giants routed play-
off opponents to the tune of 66-3 and 
will represent the NFC. 
If you didn't know better you would 
think the Giants will be the only team 
playing in two weeks. 
The Giants are a great team, I'm 
not trying to deny that, but there is 
another team that will show up in 
Pasadena. I don't think this team 
realizes how great the Giants are or 
at least how great the media seems 
to think the Giants are. 
The Denver Broncos deserve to be 
where they are now. In most 
preseason predictions they were 
picked to go to the Super Bowl, so 
now I see no reason why they aren't 
getting the credit they have coming. 
It has been said the Broncos aren't 
a good road team. 
Well for the football fans that spent 
Sunday in a cave, the most dramatic 
drive that has ever taken place in 
play-off history began 98 yards from 
the Denver goal line in front of 80,000 
screaming Cleveland Brown fans. 
Again, the Giants are a great team. 
My point is the Broncos aren't a 
slouch. 
In John Elway the Broncos have 
the best quarterback, that is when he 
is on. 
Elway can do things that no other 
quarterback can do. 
He has the arm of a Dan Marino 
and the quick feet of Fran Tarkenton. 
If John Elway has a problem on 
Super Bowl Sunday it will be John 
Elway not the Giant defense. 
When Elway learns to control his 
own mind and not get carried away 
with what is going on he will rewrite 
the record books. 
The latest Las Vegas line has the 
Giants picked by 7 1/2 points. Some 
people have been asking me where 
my Wayno's Picks have been lately. 
Well here is my Super Bowl predic-
tion. Take the 7 1/2 points and go with 
Denver. I have a feeling you won't 
need any of the points to come out 
on top. 
Besides Jimmy "The Greek" pick-
ed the Giants. What more proof do 
you need? 
pARtY  
with Campus Marketing 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA 
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) 
99*/I09* 
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE) 
$ 1 5 *11 9 5 * 
INCLUDES 
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful 
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only). We use 
nothing but modern highway coaches. 
• FREE refreshments available on the motor coach on the 
way down (to begin the party). 
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our 
exciting oceanfront hotels, located right on the Daytona 
Beach strip. Your hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air 
conditioned rooms, color TV, and a nice long stretch of 
beach. 
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day. 
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to save you money in 
Daytona Beach. 
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a 
good time. 
• Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot, deep 
sea fishing, party cruises, etc. 
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• All taxes and tips. 
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TftE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE 	 11 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 	
DoN't GO ON Byteak 
L001(INQ like you atteNb 
AND SIGN UP 	 SCP001 YN MiNNESOta 
Call Jay: 454-1929 
*Free Tanning Session 
Sponsored by Campus Marketing 'EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONALS IN COLLEGE TOURS' 
FOR APPT: 
PHONE 
452-7133 
523 Huff 
We'll give 
you the 
scholarship 
money 
to become 
a nurse 
and the 
leadership 
skills to 
be a better 
one. 
Start your career \\ ith ;Rh:images 
Other 11111 sing St11(1L'Iltti 	Ila\ e. 
, \1111V R(:(21 . \ C ()111(*(21S- 11:1111111Lr, 
]orps is a great \\ av to learn the 
sell-confidence and Lack:Ishii) 
skills that ',tic important to) WIN . 
career, and indispensahle in 
nursing. 
lira deal 	•Ith 1C;11 1/(2()111(.' :111(1 1C;11 
1)101)1C111S. All(1 1C:1111 to 	111:111:1,1_,V, 
111S11 •11(2 :111(1 ica(1. 	en before von 
Bradt Rite. 
\Viten voti 	giadtiatc, v on'll ha\ c 
a college degree •in nursing and 
all ofhcci s  commission in the 
Army 1NlIFSC :orps. \Vith the 
responsibility most other 
graduates \\ ill ha\ c to \\ *air 
years for. 
For more .111101111:16()I1 aI)011t A1 . 1111' 
1( ) . 1 . ( 	the qualifications lor 
Army RO N ; Nursing 
Scholarships, tall: to \ Our 
Professor Of t\ 	S•ic_11CC, 
CALL LIEUTENANT COLONEL 
MIKE BARNEY AT 457-5155 OR 
STOP AT THE ROTC OFFICE IN 
SOMSEN HALL 
APPLY NOW! 
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Continued from page 14 
Lockwood and sophomore guard Pat 
Nader accounted for 44 of the team's 
66 points. 
Neder tossed in a season high 26 
points while Lockwood dropped in 
19. 
"I'm finding that experience is a 
major factor with our team," said 
Simpson. "Maturation comes in 
time." 
The Warriors lack of experience 
was made clear on Friday when 
Moorhead State had four seniors in 
their line-up. The only Winona State 
starter returning from last year's 
squad is Lockwood. 
Against Morris the usual sharp-
shooting of Lockwood was off, but  
the Warrior captain managed to aid 
her team in other ways as the 5'8" 
forward pulled down a game high 13 
rebounds to go along with her 11 
points. 
Neder finished with a game high 
21 points while Jane Driscoll had 12 
points and as many rebounds. 
The Warriors are in action this 
weekend at home on Friday against 
Southwest State University, game 
time 7:30 p.m.Saturday the Warriors 
will again be home against Northern 
State University, game time is 3 p.m .  
Women 	
